Abstract. In this paper we have defined two functions that have been used to construct different fractals having fractal dimensions between 1 and 2. More precisely, we can say that one of our defined functions produce the fractals whose fractal dimension lies in [1.58, 2) and rest function produce the fractals whose fractal dimension lies in (1, 1.58]. Also we tried to calculate the amount of increment of fractal dimension in accordance with base of the number systems. And in switching of fractals from one base to another, the increment of fractal dimension is constant, which is 1.58, it's quite surprising!
In this paper we have tried to make an association between natural number and fractals, with the help of two defined transformations. Numbers corresponding to different number systems with base b (b=2, 3, 4…etc) signifies different fractals. Here, we have defined two new transformations called as "Carry Value Transformation (CVT) and Extreme Value Transformation (EVT)". With these two mapping we have generated fractals whose dimension lying in between the open interval (1, 2) [figure 7, 14] . It should be noted that we are traversing this interval discretely, but very densely also. That is for any given number from (1, 2) we could be able to give a fractal whose dimension is nearer to that given number. In our journey we have got a fractal whose dimension is 1.68, fortunately this very fractal dimension is the fractal dimension of music (Sri Lankan, Chariots of Fire) [7] . So this fractal could be a frame of lyrics for music. And undoubtedly there are a lot of fractals, which are of fractal dimension 1.68, and possibly these fractal-frames make new lyrics. In general, the fractal dimension of music is around the number 1.65, and our generated fractals could interpolate the number 1.65, as fractal dimension. In this paper also we have tried to calculate the amount of increment of fractal dimension in accordance with base of the number systems. And in switching of fractals from one base to another, the increment of fractal dimension is constant, which is 1.58, fractal dimension of Sierpinski Gasket.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the basic concepts on fractals, fractal dimension, which are used in the subsequent sections. The concept of CVT is defined in section 3. In section 4, we have explored the formation of fractals in different bases of the number systems. And then we have generalized the concept of formation of fractals in any arbitrary bases of the number system. In section 5, we have explained the amount of increment of fractal dimension in accordance with base of the number systems. In the next sections we have defined another transformation to generate fractals having fractal dimension lying in between (1, 1.58]. Also we have discussed formation of fractals in different bases of the number system and ultimately we have made it-generalized concept in any base of the number system as like for CVT we have done it. On highlighting other possible applications of CVT and some future research directions a conclusion is drawn in section 8.
Reviews of fundamentals of fractals
For quite a long time the scientific community was very much worried due to our inability to describe the shape of cloud, a mountain, a coastline or a tree on using the traditional Euclidean Geometry. In nature, clouds are not really spherical, mountains are not conical, coastlines are not circular, even the lightning doesn't travel in a straight line. More generally, we would be able to conclude that many patterns of nature are so irregular and fragmented, that, Thus to find out the carry value we perform the bit wise XOR operation of the operands to get a string of sum-bits (ignoring the carry-in) and simultaneously the bit wise ANDing of the operands to get a string of carry-bits, the latter string is padded with a '0' on the right to signify that there is no carry-in to the LSB. Thus the corresponding decimal value of the string of carry bits is always an even integer. 
set of non-negative integers, and can be computed bit wise by logical AND operation followed by a 0, which denotes no carry is generated in the LSB at the time of addition procedure. In other words, CVT is a mapping from where is set of non-negative integers [7] . Example: Suppose, we want to get the CVT of the numbers (13) 10 ≡ (1101) 2 Conceptually, in the general addition process the carry or overflow bit from each stage (if any) goes to the next stage so that, in each stage after the first (i.e. the LSB position with no carry-in), actually a 3-bit addition is performed instead of a 2-bit addition by means of the full adder. Instead of going for this traditional method, what we do is that we perform the bit wise XOR operation of the operands (ignoring the carry-in of each stage from the previous stage) and simultaneously the bit wise ANDing of the operands to get a string of carry-bits, the latter string is padded with a '0' on the right to signify that there is no carry-in to the LSB (the overflow bit of this ANDing being always '0' is simply ignored). In our example, bit wise XOR gives (0011) 2 ≡ (3) 10 and bit wise ANDing followed by zero-padding gives (11000) 2 ≡ (24) 10 . Thus (1101,1110) 11000 CVT = and equivalently in decimal notation one can write . In the next section we have used the carry value in decimal to construct the CV table.
(13,14) 24 CVT =
Generation of fractal using CVT in different bases of number system
A table is constructed that contains only the carry values (or even terms) defined above between all possible integers a's and b's arranged in an ascending order of x and y-axis respectively. We observe some interesting patterns in the table. We would like to make it clear how the CV-table is constructed.
Step 1. Arrange all the integers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... (as long as we want) in ascending order and place it in both, uppermost row and leftmost column in a table.
Step 2. Compute as mentioned in 3.1 and store it in decimal form in the (a, b) position.
( , ) CVT a b
Then we look on the pattern of any integer, and we have made it color. This shows a very beautiful consistent picture, which we see as a fractal as by shown below.
Generation of fractals
Let us do find the fractals in different domain of number system with the help of CVT. 
Production of fractal in binary (2-nary) number system

CV-table in Ternary (3-nary) number system
Here we are applying CVT on the domain of ternary (3-nary) number system and we are having the following table. It is mentioned that the procedure can be verbatim copied just by replacing binary by ternary (3-nary), as we have discussed earlier to construct CVT table in binary number system. Let us demonstrate how we are computing CVT of two numbers in ternary number system. Suppose, we want to get CVT of the numbers (13) 10 ≡ (111) 3 and (14) 
CV-table in 4-nary number system
Here we are applying CVT on the domain of 4-nary number system and we are having the following table. It is mentioned that the procedure can be verbatim copied just by replacing binary by 4-nary, as we have discussed earlier to construct CVT table in binary number system. 54 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 It should be noted that fractal dimension of music (Sri Lankan, Chariots of Fire) is also 1.68 [7] . So this fractal could be a frame of lyrics for music. In general fractal dimension of arbitrary music is nearly 1.65. And undoubtedly there are a lot of fractals which are of fractal dimension 1.68, and possibly these fractal-frames make new lyrics.
Similarly it could be possible to generate fractals in any base of the number system.
Generalization of the concept in arbitrary number system
Now, we are warmed up to construct the fractal in different number system just following the above procedure. It is also cleared that, when we have calculated the similarity dimension of those fractal in each case we have observed the scaling factor is 1/n and self-similar copies is (1+2+3+…n), for n-nary number system. So let us define our selfsimilarity dimension formula as follows…
Theorem 1:
The fractal dimension S D converges to the topological dimension (Euclidian dimension) 2 as the base 'n' of the number system diverges to infinity.
Proof:
So, starting from the binary number system the fractal dimension of the generated fractal will go on increasing with the increase of the base of the number system and finally it converges to the topological dimension 2.
Let us consider a list of such dimensions… Similarity dimension vs base of number system 
Base of number system
Similarity dimensi Series1
[ Figure 7 : Graph shows how fractal dimension increases in accordance with base of the number system, using table 1]
Increment of fractal dimension of CVT fractals
Let us try to obtain the increment of fractal dimension of the CVT fractals in switching from one base to another base of the number system. In binary number system we have the fractal of fractal dimension 1.58, and in ternary number system we have the fractal of fractal dimension 1.63. So algebraically, it seems the increment of fractal dimension is (1.63-1.58) = 0.05. But it is really not! To obtain the increment we proceed as follows… First of all we paste one (n-1)-nary CVT fractal to n-nary CVT fractal. Next, the overflowed portion is extracted which can be seen as a self-similar figure. These self-similar pieces derived from overflowed portion would lead to another fractal with some fractal dimension. What we observe, this very measure (fractal dimension) is the actual increment of fractal dimension in switching from one base to another base of the number system. . Next, the overflowed portion can be seen in figure 9 , which is a self-similar figure as the CVT fractals were self-similar. These self-similar pieces derived from overflowed portion would lead to another fractal with fractal dimension 1.58 as shown below.
[ Figure 9 .Binary CVT generator over Ternary CVT generator lead to another generator for a fractal.]
This generator leads to another fractal; let us calculate the fractal dimension of the generated fractal as follows… Dimension of this fractal For this fractal, N=3, S=1/2, where l is the initial length.
Fractal dimension D is given by … 3=1/(1 / 2) D Or D= log3/log2 ≈ 1.585 This is same as the dimension of Sierpinski triangle. Thus CVT fractal as obtained by us can be regarded as a relative to Sierpinski triangle. Therefore we could say that the amount of increment is likely 1.58.
Ternary generator over 4-nary generator
Here we paste ternary CVT fractal over 4-nary CVT fractal [8(b),8(c)]. Next, the overflowed portion can be seen in figure 10 , which is a self-similar figure as the CVT fractals were self-similar. These self-similar pieces derived from overflowed portion would lead to another fractal with fractal dimension 1.58 as shown below.
[ Figure 10 .Ternary CVT generator over 4-nary CVT generator lead to another generator for a fractal.]
This generator also leads to another fractal; let us calculate the fractal dimension of the generated fractal as follows… In fact, in general we could make a conjecture that if we like to paste an n-nary CVT generator over an (n+1)-nary CVT generator, then we will be able to have another generator which led to the fractal of fractal dimension 1.58, i.e. the attractor fractal is Sierpinski Gasket. So, the amount of increment is constant, which is 1.58.
Dimension of this fractal
So far we have discussed we are in position to achieve the fractals having fractal dimension lying in between [1.58, 2), with the help of CVT. But let us try to define another map named as Extreme Value Transformation (EVT) to achieve fractals whose fractal dimension lying in between (1, 1.58]. ),
Extreme Value Transformation (EVT)
Formal definition of EVT
is an n bit string and can be computed bit wise maximum. Now, people may have in confusion that why we have concentrate on bit-wise maximum in defining EVT. But we like to make you clear that if we use the bit wise minimum then also we will be having same fractal if we ignore the orientation (each of them what we are getting E ma.x VT). That is we are producing a pair of functions to produce the same fractals.
Example: Suppose, we want the EVT of the numbers (13) 10 ≡ (1101) 2 and (14) 10 ≡ (1110) 2 . Both are 4-bit numbers. The extreme value is computed as follows… 13=1101 14=1110 EVT (13, 14) =1110
Generation of fractal using EVT in different bases of number system
A table is constructed that contains only integer defined above between all possible integers a's and b's arranged in an ascending order of x and y-axis respectively. We observe some interesting patterns in the table. We would like to make it clear how the EV-table is constructed.
Step-1. Arrange all the integers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ... (as long as we want) in ascending order and place it in both, uppermost row and leftmost column in a table.
Step-2. Compute EVT (a, b) as mentioned in 6.1 and store it in decimal form in the (a, b) position. Then we look on the pattern of any integer, and we have made it color. This shows a very beautiful consistent picture, which we see as a fractal as by shown below.
Generation of fractal
CV-table in Ternary (3-nary) number system
Here we are applying EVT on the domain of ternary (3-nary) number system and we are having the following table. It is mentioned that the procedure can be verbatim copied just by replacing binary by ternary (3-nary), as we have discussed earlier to construct EVT table in binary number system. 
EV-table in 4-nary number system
Here we are applying EVT on the domain of 4-nary number system and we are having the following table. It is mentioned that the procedure can be verbatim copied just by replacing binary by 4-nary, as we have discussed earlier to construct EVT table in binary number system.
[ Figure 13 : a fractal structure on using CVT of different integer values in 4-nary number system]
Dimension of this pattern
For this periodic pattern [ Figure 13 ], N=7, S=1/4, where1is the initial length.
Fractal dimension D is given by … 7=1/ (1 / 4) D Or D= log7/log4=1.403677
Generalization of the concept in arbitrary number system
Theorem 2:
The fractal dimension S D converges to the topological dimension (Euclidian dimension) 1 as the base 'n' of the number system, diverges to infinity.
Proof:
So, starting from the binary number system the fractal dimension of the generated fractal will go on decreasing with the increase of the base of the number system and finally it converges to the topological dimension 1. Let us consider a list of such dimensions… Here it is noted that similar analysis for decrement of fractal dimension in switching of EVT fractals from one base to another base of the number system could be drawn.
Conclusion and Future Research directions
So far we have observed how CVT and E Extreem VT produce fractals. In this regard one natural question may be raised as to whether some other functions would be able to produce the same fractals. We are happy to produce those functions also. Already we have observed that in extreme value transformation we have considered the bit wise maximum, instead of bit-wise maximum if we consider bit wise minimum we will be having those fractals but different orientation. Then we are in firm conviction that corresponding to CVT there is also another twin like function, which also produces those fractals although we have not yet analyzed them. Our current effort will be to analyze those twin functions algebraically and thus finding the broader spectrum of these fractals.
